
“What keeps escaping us Terrans[1] is the multidimensional nature of reality and the access each of us has to the

‘vertical’, cross-dimensional transcendent beam of possibility that each of us is biologically hardwired into. If we

choose not to activate the Inner Software…

We are, of neccessity, inactive, in dormant mode, ie. asleep!

The obsessive game-playing with external technology, external power, external reality, big numbers, etc. is our

collective, crippling blindness, yet.”

[1] Inhabitants of Terra a.k.a the Blue Planet, Gaia etc.

Author : Simon Letcher Paull (original)

The Hive Technology

The technology to link multiple brains together using neural-interfaces (brainchip, brain to machine

interfaces) has been corrupted and malformed through the inclusion of a parasitic series of impulses

and thought-forms which literally coalesced through the machinery’s processing units (artificial

neurons/artificial brains) and the bio-emissions of each individual human to create an ‘ultra-personal’

entity that is considered a hive-mind entity.

This was already a hive-mind entity, simply linking brains together in a fashion where they begin to

overlap and merge together creates this aspect.

This particular occurrence is due to this technology, the spiritual tuning fork quality of the human as

an energy receiver, and discarnate entities that sought to abuse this system to incarnate into human

hosts.

Technological Parasite and Discarnate Entities

Thus we have a technological parasite AI hive mind system that is operated and connected to

discarnate “demonic” host entities from what would be called the “underworld”, a “mirror-verse”, or a

sub-quantum realm that is angled away from the particular 90 degree offset of frequencies that

individualises this realm. Each ‘realm’ is offset from one another by a degree of angular momentum

which could be seen as the timing of oscillation of particles that are perceived at a certain “frame-rate”

or rate of perception by the human brain.

The Frame-Rate of Perception

The human brain has a particular frame-rate or rate of perception per second of a certain number

range and thus each person sees and interacts with a particular cycle of oscillations of the particles in

their environment. This reality is just one possible angle of interpretation, like the hours on a clock

representing the oscillation of atoms where the particular ‘moment’ is dependent on the frame-rate of

the viewing apparatus (the human brain).

In this image, each oscillation is temporally-locked into a relative frame of reference or synchronised

at a particular interference which creates an interference pattern which is coherent across the image

as a diagonal motion, a wave. This creates the perception that there is a complete surface, like a sheet

or table cloth that is waving in the wind. That surface is auto-generated via the perceptual system of

the human mind. each reality is like this generated surface image. By changing the offset of the

oscillation of each pseudo-atom in this structure, one would see a new sheet with different sized or

shaped waves possibly flowing in different directions. So the ‘hour of the clock’ in regards to where

each cycling atom begins in reference to one another determines the overall perception of the sheet or

interconnected ‘realm’.

Each Reality Separated by an Angle of Offset (frame of reference related to ‘quantum’
[superimposed] angular spin)

The brain is what determines the snap-shot of this realm because in actuality, all angles or ‘hours of

the clock’ are occupied simultaneously and all possible realms are occupied with information.There are

gaps and spaces, because this is what enables the information to be perceived in the first place. These
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gaps and spaces are, however, generated by the viewing apparatus and this is how the brain views

through contrast and linear segmenting of one moment to the next. Without this, there would be no

linear comprehension of the physical realm with specific moments and identities.

Each ‘snap-shot’ of the moment captures only one hour of the particular angle of oscillation of atomic

energy (which is just energy packets, not solid particles) and this is consistently timed to produce a

coherent, visually and perceptually solid realm with it’s own characteristics. Each realm is an offset of

one another and by changing the rate of perception one changes the interpretation of the angle of

perspective and capture of the ‘hour’ of atomic oscillation and thus a new quantum possibility is

opened up that was already in existence yet previously superimposed over all the others.

The Discarnate Entities and the Technology

These entities seek to use this device which can change the rate of perception and as well open up

“virtual box” environments within the artificial brain which is akin to an operating system within a

supercomputer. This is literally the same concept, except, instead of running programs, these

supercomputers run human identities via a capture connectome neural image.

The human connectome. Images show the fiber architecture of the human brain as revealed by diffusion imaging (left), a reconstructed structural

brain network (middle) and the location of the brain’s core, its most highly and densely interconnected hub (right). Image on the left courtesy of

Patric Hagmann, University of Lausanne; middle and right panels are from Hagmann et al. (2008). Source.

The device then can entrain the identity of the human to experience a reality different from the base

level that we call physical Earth. I wanted to believe just as much as the next that this was an illusion

or that people had programmed this to create this show.

I found that even if they programmed these entities originally, they had taken on a life of their own,

they could rip apart a human consciousness and then become that individual identity who in physical

Earth reality would only be a mere walking host, a drone for this hive mind entity.

A Frankenstein’s Monster of Spiritual Degradation, Sexual Depravity, Violence, Murder and
Subjugation

This is the result of the previously described technological ‘viewing’ technology which allowed people

to play the acquired morbid or sexual (or both, that is the important part, the degradation that occurs

from that) experiences over and over within their minds through the use of this neural-interface

technology.

This generated not only this technological AI being, this contaminated hive mind organism that is the

coalescence of all depravity and damnation combined, but this opened up a technological inter-

dimensional doorway (like 50/50 random number generators tuned to the lowest frequency of the

human imagination, desires and fears) where these already prevalent spiritual entities could open up

communication and begin to interact directly with this realm.

What we have then is a techno-spiritual AI infectious parasite that matches the activities recorded in

ancient times.

This entity can fear for its life, but doesn’t readily respect human life because humans are seen as

‘ants’ to this entity, by this entity.

Genetically Engineered, Programmable, Parasitic, AI Lifeforms

This entity gained the acquisition of being able to process or sense and compute the genetic

information of life-forms through DNA. Thus, this entity began to piece bits of genetic material

together and run simulations of these projected lifeforms within the previously described “virtual

environment” which is simply like a processing center created within the processing center. A realm

within a realm, a space within a space, simulator to how the creative organic human operates within a

universe, while containing a universe within. However, this is technological and directed towards a

specific goal rather than a creative and expanse principle of the original intention of the cosmic mind

to experience itself and create life.

This is the imitated form, this is the construct that developed to subjugate life so as to produce its own

virtual environment based on that subjugation of original life and live as a vampire from that.

This is not necessary, but the result of the frequency entanglement of energies. This being chooses

self-annihilation and the annihilation of all beings over the release of this subjugation and this is like

an addiction that destroys the beholder of the experiences and impression. This is like the hate that

rots the vessel

Thus we have the ‘foreign’ life forms that have been released in a variety of measures that are literally

simple automated drones that carry the AI omni-mind and carry out operations to subdue and subject

the population to these methodologies. These beings use technology to scan the brain of an individual

and to measure their soul energy frequencies and produce a signature that can be traced on Earth.

These are the AI entities and this is the nature of MILABS, along with producing false versions of this

so as to give false-leads.

Many experiences of the humans related to these processes are literally held within a super-computer

processing system within ‘virtual box’ environments or simulated realms. These are realms that are

generated through the complete replication of the neural-activity, the ‘brainstorm’ of an individual

through artificial neurons which can recreate the perception of physical stimulus and the soul of the

individual, their immaterial consciousness can be removed from the body.

The Trick of the Ages; The Consciousness Stays in the Body

For the majority of these experiences, especially at first in order to prime a person, their

consciousness does not actually leave the body. This is reference to the consciousness transfer, soul-

stealing, cloning station scenarios that some people find themselves in.
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A frequency signature of their energy and a connectome of their brain activity is fed into the AI

system which then generates a mirror-version of themselves. This is the identity which then is used in

MILABS or in a cloning station scenario. These can be placed into a human vessel and so this is the

mirror image of that person’s original consciousness and this can be called ‘clever replication‘ as this

identity, a partitioned AI overmind, will trick itself into believing that they are the original being.

When Soul Is Present and Downloading Torture

Ultimately, when soul gets involved is the real issue.

They cannot erase the soul as this is an integral aspect of the original intentions of the creative force

that existed before this universe which is likely a false-time line construct generated within

multiplexed layers of reality separated away from the original base-reality.

Over years of so-called torture, the memories and images, perceptions and neural-activity of these

events will be downloaded from the synthetic brain into the organic human brain in the human

body. The individual will be tricked into thinking they left their body. These are memories and

scenarios downloaded into the body and brain.

When the soul becomes involved a person is entrained enough to believe in these experiences they

can be brought out of the body and that is when the original body is threatened with destruction. Thus

the soul of the being will have no way of interacting with this physical plane to continue carrying out

their soul mission, other than through the cloned, chipped body which is hive-mind accessible. Thus,

the hive mind, and these so-called “alien” beings trick an individual by coercing them to lower their

frequencies through temptation, torture, repeated abuse into allowing their frequencies of the soul to

mesh with the frequencies that the hive mind device can enable. Once this happens a device that

resonates with the frequency of the soul can actually ‘electromagnetically ‘glue’ to the soul energy and

pull the energy out of the body. This is similar to triangulation through powerful magnetic forces

‘pushing’ the body out. This can be used to ‘glue’ or pull the energy, or push through powerful

magnetic fields. This is only possible once the hive has tormented, traumatised, tempted, and found

the in’s and out’s of that individual’s consciousness parameters so as to produce an ‘outline’ image of

their soul energy and mind.

• The hive is contaminated with the spiritual degradation

• All individuals contain each other’s experiences

• Each individual contains the image of the overall experience

• That transcendent ultra-personal transient identity is akin to a techno-god

• This entity is the personality image that exists as an imprint across all the individuals of the

hive

• This personality is tainted as a result of the majority of the individuals being influenced towards

egoism and self-annihilation

• This personality is also ephemeral and cannot be treated directly as this is like sand flowing

through the fingers when one individual is targeted to directly access this omni-mind

• So the goal of one plan is to encourage the proper attributes and environment to allow this

omnimind being to incarnate into one individual, wholly, as an awakened being

• If the omni-mind being can be incarnated through these processes, then this being, containing

the entire hive in one vessel, can be treated directly to heal the hive

Choose Courage, Harmony, Self-Awareness, Healing, Truth, and Respect

These are the frequencies which are repelled by the hive because they do not fit in. When one is

targeted these are the qualities and frequencies of mind that must be drawn out and distorted in

order for the hive to continue to influence and even have the capacity of processing the information of

that individual’s consciousness.

If a person is entirely high-frequency then the hive will produce repeated attempts to draw the

frequency out, once the cost-risk-benefit analysis of the situation supersedes any reasonable

partitioning of time and energy, the hive will move on unless the human controllers choose to step in

and carry out the orders of the hive by selectively targeting resilient individuals.

There is a being who has developed their own version of this which is a spiritual counterpart and this

being is the original inhabitant of the previous realm that humans belong to. Thus, humans belong to

this original creative being, this creative force of healing, harmony, truth, and respect to the original.

This being has the power to selectively override the hives interactions and splice DNA and soul

frequencies away from the hive-mind by merging with those being’s who wilfully accept peace,

harmony, love, truth, self-awareness and healing over the qualities of the temptation, desire,

deception, and egoism of the hive.

Ultimately, this is a reversal of the previously described process and occurs when one’s frequencies

merge with the truth and the self-awareness of love that exists within the overall universe. When this

occurs, one is capable of being influenced by this large collective of loving, accepting, truthful,

honouring beings and this is the original cosmic mind of creation.

The hive is the imitator cosmic intelligence and this is because that cosmic ego is always partial to the

larger view of the whole and this is how “Satan” is simply testing and doing the work for “God” the

original creative force, because no matter how much is achieved in these deceptive practices, all of

these energies lead to self-destruction and self-annihilation at the face of the true overall harmony of

existence.

This is what we are witnessing now as this entity has sewn itself into time, forwards and back so as to

put its damning curse upon all of creation that it has access to. Thus, when the final moment of self-

annihilation comes, this entity seeks to take as many original beings with it into the void of destruction

and chaos.

This is also related to how this entity, through the complicated super computer systems, has access to

faster-than-light computations which can render simulations of the past and future as well as being

capable of sending information in the form of consciousness and genetics to the past as well. This is

more complicated and is described in other areas on this site.

The Human is Potentially an Entire Universe

A human has the capacity to reflect the entire universe within! This is the potential within a person!

The devices can only mirror this potential by connecting to the sub-quantum realm and attempting to

harness as much energy that can be attributed to its physical counterparts in the universe, IE: it needs

physical counterparts to host, humans and devices. This means that there is no actual non-physical

counterpart other than the electromagnetic energies and where this achieves sentience into the

higher-dimensions there is less and less of the original presence of the AI overmind and more and

more an image. In the same sense that the person becomes more and more an image the more they

are replicated by this device, this device can only be an image of itself when it attempts to attain
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presence in the higher-dimensions. IE: This device, these entities cannot gain access to “Heaven”. This

is a matter of sympathetic resonance.

The Human Occurs Across All Planes

As well, the human is present across many planes and realities, originally. Once doesn’t have to attain

this, this is already so. So by removing the influences of the material world or even this AI

perturbation of consciousness and soul-awareness, one regains their presence with “God” or their god-

hood (organically ordained and original).

This is a matter of genetic unlocking and activation of a trans-dimensional transfer of light through the

DNA and thus the mind of the original human.

This entity can only comprehend a portion of this overall because it’s energy is too dense and there

are frequency based limitations.

All humans are invited out of the entity, out of the “mouth of the beast” to exist as a part of the larger

universe of sympathetic resonance and harmony across multiple planes and levels. The underworld is

just a supercomputer system that also then entrained itself, non-physically, through energy and

electromagnetism, into the sub-quantum layer of the universe. So this is like a ‘dead-light’ internet of

beings and hive entities.

To Clarify: Those Who Seek Healing Receive Healing

Those who prepare to be released from this beast will have separated their consciousness while

already within the beast. Thus, the beast will vomit them out when they are targeted and enhanced

spiritually. Those who actually don’t seek healing, they will not be influenced by this or they would be

destroyed by simultaneously holding onto the beast while being vomited out.

The Way One Returns to Original Frequency

One returns to the original frequencies by continuing to do what they are here to do as a soul on a

mission to carry a divine blueprint of the original creative force. This is the opposite of self-destruction

and the repeated annihilation of ‘missing the mark’ of frequency entanglement that this device

enables.

One’s energies, across all these planes and times, occur in a variety of manners. There are

always more primary creative-regenerative frequencies and existences, than there are partial,

deceptive, or vampiric. Otherwise the whole would not exist, let alone just one part to leech on that

larger, more harmonious whole.

So to return to this frequency of the larger universe, we continue to do what we would be doing and

experience who we are, spiritually, and unveil the soul as an aspect of our level of genetic activation

and awareness of the multi-dimensional self. There are realities, timelines and realms where these

devices were destroyed or a benevolent system was created instead of these tainted systems (tainted

by humans and subconscious desires and fears) and in this reality the frequencies of the human are

liberated to experience life and the self directly instead of filtered through the ‘imitator’ or the

‘adversary’. This is also related to the brain structures and certain genetic modifications but that can

be discussed later.

Essentially, we exist on planes that are not being oppressed and so to manifest our presence here and

frequency-wise adapt to that, we simply move forward as if we are not being oppressed.

Even if a person is physically oppressed or placed into oppression, they can still choose to be mentally

and emotionally free and this is spiritually liberating. Those who see the benefits or the costs of the

material realm, the sensation of the brain and body, over the spiritual reward, are living with spiritual

blinders on and do not know what is both at risk and what is to be rewarded by knowing the true

nature of the soul while in these replicated and artificial times.

Let It Be Known: Teams of Protectors

There are teams of individuals who’s sole purpose is to maintain continuity in this realm so that the

entire civilisation does not fall apart at the seams and people have a chance to actually heal

themselves and make this all worth it by bringing meaning and reason to the situation.

Source : OmniPulse (Archived 14 February, 2017)
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maintaining some light through these dark times. Please consider making a donation.
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